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'My book of the year.' 'Magic, heartache and lots of love.' This book blew me away!' 'I'm smiling

through tears.' 'Beautiful.'Discover the million-copy-selling Daniela Sacerdoti. Lose your heart. Find

your home...When Anna's partner walks away from their relationship, she is shattered. But she

worries about her daughter most of all. Six-year-old Ava falls silent for three days. When she does

speak, her words are troubling. Ava wants to go home. To a place called Seal. To her other mother.

Anna knows to unravel the mystery she must find Seal and take Ava there. She hopes this tiny

island will provide the help, and hope, her daughter needs. But could it also offer a new life and

unexpected love for Anna too?Readers adore Keep Me Safe:'A brilliant read. Love Daniela's books.

*****' A reader'My book of the year. Highly recommended' A reader'I've already read Daniela's Glen

Avich books and loved them but this one surpassed them' A reader'I could almost hear the sea and

the wind. A great book' Lesley Pearse'I couldn't put it down' Daily Mail'Astoundingly good' The Sun'I

fell in love with this book' Prima magazine'Heartwarming and mysterious' Katie Fforde'A mysterious

journey to Seal, a place I already want to revisit' Dani Atkins'Exciting and emotional. I'm thrilled to

find this is the first in a new series' Linda's Book Bag
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Highly recommend this one, love the author! Releasing this Thursday ..To begin, I should say that

I'm a bit of a realist in life - not given to excitement by floating feathers etc. I don't read fantasy /

sci-fi, although I do dabble in light paranormal reads .. more for the entertainment value than any

notions of setting myself up as a fortune teller, haha. Daniela Sacerdoti, however, has a magical

quality to her books. An indefinable essence which makes it hard NOT to believe what you are

reading. I loved that this, the first book in a new series, made mention of her Glen Avich series. For

me, this tied in to something I already believed in and gave the realism I seem to need.Anna has

known what it is to be an ignored and uncared for child and is determined that her daughter, Ava,

will only ever feel love and happiness. It's not always easy to protect a six year old from life events

and their little family implodes when Ava's father decides to leave with no prior warning.This is a

book of love, happiness, heartbreak and life decisions and is an enchanting read which will

consume your waking and sleeping hours until all the decisions are made and you find out what life

holds in store for not only Anna and Ava but so many other character who you cannot help but care

for.A thoroughly satisfying read which answers all the questions it throws up, and a book which I

have relished reading.I received an arc via Net Galley in exchange for my honest and unbiased

review.

Keep Me Safe drew me in from the beginning. The author did a really great job with character

development and story line. When Ava's father decides to leave she goes through the trauma very

deeply and starts seeing herself living in a different place with a different Mum. Anna not having a

stable house growing up does what she needs to do to help Ava and takes a trip to the Seal Island

where Ava believes she's lived before. Once on the island there are some twists and turns that keep

you engaged. The story is told in multiple viewpoints which helped with getting to know the

characters even better. Seal Island sounds like a slice of heaven. I would definitely recommend the

book. Thank you to Netgalley and the Publisher for the ARC for providing an honest review.

A totally different read to my usual crime thrillers and I absolutely loved it. When Anna's husband

Toby up's and leaves for Australia her little daughter Ava is devastated and refuses to talk or eat for

three days. When she does return to some sort of normality she starts talking of a different mum

and a totally different life. Anna takes Ava to the doctors and he thinks it's just a reaction to loosing



her dad but when things don't improve Anna decides to try and find the place that Ava is describing.

The search leads to a remote Scottish island and Anna decides to take Ava to see the places that

she is describing and to try and get to the bottom of the strange behaviour. This is just the beginning

This was a new genre to read for me. I usually read crime thriller but the blurb captured my interest

and I'm glad I gave it a try. Romance and some supernatural, past life mixed together and that

made for an interesting, light read. What do you do when your child starts talking about a past life

with an other mother? Very sensitive and well written answers Daniela Sacerdoti this question.I

chose to read this book and all opinions in this review are my own and completely unbiased. Thank

you, NetGalley and Headline!
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